Literacy

Science

Yr 1
●Talk about what they are going to write about.
●Use capital ‘I’ when writing about themselves.
●Leave spaces between words.
●Sequence ideas and events.
●Join words using ‘and’.
●Begin to punctuate sentences using a capital
letter and a full stop.
Yr 2
●Talk about what they are going to write about
and make simple plans.
●List ideas and key vocabulary.
●Re-read to check that writing makes sense.
●Leave spaces between words of appropriate
size.
●Sequence ideas appropriately when planning
and writing.
●Use coordinating conjunctions (or/and/but).
●Use capital letters and full stops.
●Recognise a statement sentence.

●Name parts of the human body and compare to other
animals.
●Describe what happens to our bodies when we exercise.
●Investigate which exercises make us most tired and think
of ways we can check our ideas.
●Learn about food groups and why it is important to eat a
balanced diet.
●Find out about good hygiene and how this helps to keep us
healthy.

History
●Find out about Florence Nightingale and
learning how her work helped to make changes
to people’s lives.

Design & Technology
●Cut and combine card to make a skeleton with
moving joints.

ICT
●Follow and give simple instructions to each
other and to control technology such as Bee
Bots.
●Discuss safe use of computers and who to talk
to if we have any concerns.

Hedgehogs – Autumn Term 1
Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

Role Play: Hospital
Curriculum Enrichment: Discovery Area
Learning Behaviours focus – Being proactive and determined
Core value focus - Gratitude

Numeracy
Yr 1
●Count to 20 and back to 0.
●Read and write numbers to 20 in numerals and
words.
●Represent numbers using objects and pictures.
●Learn number bonds to 10 and related
subtraction facts.
●Add and subtract one digit numbers to 10.
●Talk about lengths and heights and begin to
record measurements.
Yr 2
●Count in steps of 2 and 10 forwards and
backwards.
●Know the value of each digit in a two digit
number to say how many ten and how many ones.
●Recall and use addition and subtraction facts to
20 fluently.
●Add and subtract numbers including: a two- digit
number and ones; a two-digit number and tens.
●Add three, one digit numbers.
●Estimate, measure and compare length/height
(m/cm) and mass (kg/g).

Art
RE & PSHE
●Harvest time and thankfulness. With a focus on symbols
and festivities in the Christian and Jewish faiths.
●New beginnings, write our own class rules and think about

●Make observational drawings to improve how we
draw people.
●Learn to mix primary colours into secondary
colours.

ways to help each other.

PE

Geography

●Practise exercises to keep us fit and build stamina whilst
improving our agility and co-ordination.
●Use small and large apparatus safely and show control in
our movements.

●Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to
key human and physical features in our locality.
●Use and create simple symbols in a key for
maps.

